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A Distinguised Career
The life and work of Dr. Eugene Butler

T

he 2013 recipient of the KCDA Harry Robert
Wilson Award is not only a familiar name to
Kansas choral directors, but, by virtue of a 30+year career in composition, is nationally known as well.
Dr. Eugene Butler has received the coveted ASCAP Standard Music Panel Award every year since 1972, and has
been honored as Kansas Composer of the Year. In 1983
he was named an outstanding alumnus by the University
of Missouri-Kansas City, and in 1986 was honored with
the prestigious Burlington-Northern Railroad recognition for Excellence in Teaching. That same year he also
received the Distinguished Service Award from Johnson
County Community College, and in 1989 was honored
by the University of Texas-Austin with a National Teaching Excellence Award.
His numerous compositions are published with 46
different publishing houses, and he is frequently busy with
commissions for new works; on any week of the year, the
music of Eugene Butler will be heard throughout the
English-speaking world.
Dr. Butler served as Director of Choral Activities and
Professor of Music Theory at Johnson County Community College in Overland Park, Kansas. He was simultaneously Director of Music and the Arts at Valley View
United Methodist Church, where he served for 28 years.
He was also conductor of the Johnson County Chorus, a
civic ensemble active throughout the greater Kansas City
area. Additionally, he served as an adjunct professor at the
University of Missouri-Kansas City and at William Jewell
College in Liberty, Missouri. Prior to his arrival in the

Kansas City area, he
served as Director of
Music at First
United Methodist
Church, Wichita,
from 1960-1970.
In June of 1998,
Dr. Butler resigned
from all teaching
and conducting positions to compose
full time. In honor
of his years of service to the music
community, a scholarship fund was established at UMKC,
awarded annually to
an outstanding student in choral conducting.
Dr. Butler also
enjoyed a busy life as an adjudicator and workshop leader
for composition seminars, choral and church music clinics, and new music repertoire sessions. He has conducted
and taught in 39 states, three Canadian provinces, and in
England.

See BUTLER, page 10
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What is Important?

A

s I began my new role as KCDA President, Choral Range editor Brad Vogel informed me about this “President’s Pen”
assignment. My first thought: “What do I
write about besides, ‘Join KCDA!’” Or, “I’m
excited to be your President!” etc.? Okay—yes,
both statements are true: I’m thrilled to be at
the helm of KCDA; and, yes, I think it is very
important to join district, state, and national
music affiliations.
For all of us, the 2013-2014 school year is
in full swing. However, just as I felt on target
with many upcoming school events and in life
in general, my high school was hit with a terrible tragedy.
On Friday, October 4th, 2013, my high
school lost a student due to a sudden stroke.
This student was an amazing athlete and not a
musician, but nevertheless it made me take a
step back and reevaluate my own life, job, and
family—everything that I have to be thankful
for and everything that is important. To balance the humor in this edition, I hope I can
offer some good advice for the new teachers
reading this article, some reminders for you
veterans—possibly said in a different way—
and, just in general, some good food for
thought.

both the SAME
and
DIFFERENT interests as
you? This keeps
your life in balance. It is important.

Work will still be there tomorrow.
This is one of the best statements said to me
when I was student teaching, and I found it to
be very true. You must (at some point) go
home and step away from it all. As teachers, we
can let music education run our minds into a
never-ending frenzy. How should they stand
tomorrow? Did they like that song? Was
he/she okay today? Why are pencils/folders
such an issue for some? Why did they sound
lousy today? I hope they sound great tomorrow. Mentally, it will never end unless you can
let go. It is important.

Be the change you want to see in the
world.
A dear friend of mine said this in our musical
theater collaboration this past summer. You
make it happen and, even on our worst days,
we are the shining examples for our students.
Their future is beginning with us one day at a
time. It is important.

Webmaster
Tiffani Thompson
Tiffani.thompson@kckps.org
(318) 715-8433
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Cherish your family and friends.
Call them. Visit them. Tell them you love
them. Always take an interest in THEM first.
In our busy worlds, it’s easy to rattle on with
our own agendas. Do you have friends with

Teaching is not a
job, it’s a calling.
I heard this very
recently from a
colleague
and
friend. I believe it
Laura VanLeeuwen
100% in the sense
KCDA President
that not everyone
is called to be a
teacher. I have found my passion in teaching
life through the gift of music. If your students
remember the music, great; but if they remember good versus bad and right versus wrong,
they will take that further in life. It is important.
Find a hobby to enjoy OUTSIDE of music.
Again, it’s a balance thing. We need people in
our lives outside of our vocation, and we need
hobbies in addition to our love of music. Find
one—you’ll be a better teacher. It is important.

Join your KCDA Organization and
attend our 2014 convention, July 1012, 2014!
My list could be MUCH longer, but I’ll jump
to the upcoming summer. You will not want to
miss our amazing headliners, Laura Farnell
and Tim Seeling. If you stop learning, you stop
teaching. So join us! Make your plans now! You
won’t be sorry and, yes: it is important!

The Editor’s Box
Of Mirth and Music

D

id you hear about the paranoid choir director who
found out everybody was following him? Turned out he was only
delusional . . .
It is an unfortunate person who
daily toils at a task that lacks enjoyment. While not discounting that
teaching and conducting can indeed
be hard work, the reason so many of
us continue to pursue the craft is because, at its very center, making
music is fun. In fact, I’d argue that the
more challenging the task, the more
Bradley Vogel
possible the fun—if, for no other reaEditor
son, a longer process offers more opportunities for good things to occur.
And while experience teaches us that music-making is enjoyable, science teaches us why: simply put, when we sing, endorphins are released, which are the bringers of pleasure (our own
little musical Jupiters, if you are familiar with the subtitles of
Holst’s The Planets). In this regard, I strongly recommend the
reading of two books: Imperfect Harmony, by Stacey Horn, and
This is Your Brain on Music, by Daniel J. Levitin. If nothing else,
the reading of Levitin’s book will finally answer the age-old question, “If a tree falls in the woods and nobody is there, does it make
a sound?” (The answer is on page 24.)
This issue of the Choral Range is honed to be both helpful
and humorous—two words from the “H” section of Webster’s
tome that go hand in hand. Board members come clean regarding
funny moments in rehearsals and concerts to provide the humor,
and then turn around and offer helpful hints for preparing for
contest season. Finally, there is no greater satisfaction than accomplishing well a challenging task. Theodore Isaac Rubin
writes, “Happiness does not come from doing easy work, but
from the afterglow of satisfaction that comes after the achievement of a difficult task that demanded our best.” Anne Frank was
more, well, frank: “Laziness may appear attractive, but work gives
satisfaction.”
The author of “His Eye is on the Sparrow” was partially
right; we do sing because we are happy, but singing also makes
us happy. Here’s to humor, helpful hints, and harmonic hilarity!
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KCDA All-State Women’s Choir

T

he Kansas Choral Directors’ Association Women’s
All-State Honor Choir began in 2001 and has gradually increased from 48 members its first year to 77
members in 2007. Our conductors continue to be the nation’s leading experts in women’s voices. Rehearsals occur
over a two day period during the KCDA summer conference
and the performance is held at Topeka’s Grace Cathedral,
an exceptional venue for choral performances. The repertoire selected has allowed our singers to perform music that
represents a variety of time periods and styles, accompanied
by an array of instrumentalists.
The 2013 Summer Convention brought Dr. Pearl
Shangkuan to Kansas for the very first time. A sought after
conductor and clinician all across the United States and internationally, Dr. Shangkuan is Professor of Music at Calvin
College in Grand Rapids, Michigan, where she directs choirs
and teaches choral conducting and choral literature. Her
passion for conducting women’s choirs was obvious, as the
literature was carefully chosen for our honor choir. Dr.
Shangkuan’s attention to detail—combining aural, visual,
and kinesthetic learning to help with technique—was evident as the young ladies sang each piece as it was meant to
be sung, and they loved it!
Directing the choir for the 2014 Summer Convention
is Elaine Quilichini, founder and artistic director of the Calgary Girls Choir, which has become one of the most cele-

brated choirs in the world. We would love to receive auditions from your women singers! To be eligible for the 2014
KCDA Women’s All State Choir, singers must be currently
in grades 9, 10, or 11, and be part of middle school, high
school, or community choir music programs. Audition information and materials are available at the KCDA website,
www.kansaschoral.com. The application procedure consists
of:
• Singing the downloadable Alleluia in the proper key
for voice part audition (key of D for sopranos; key of C for
second sopranos; key of B-flat for altos);
• Singing two unaccompanied major scales on the syllable, “loo” the first beginning at the middle of the singer’s
range to her lowest accurate note, and the second from the
middle of the singer’s range to her highest accurate note;
• Completing the application form.
Postmark deadline for submission of materials is March
7, 2014. Hard copies of the application form and CD
recording may also be delivered to the KCDA booth at the
KMEA In-Service Worship in February.
The 2014 KCDA All-State Women’s Choir will rehearse during the summer conference in Topeka, July 1011, performing in concert the evening of the 11th at Grace
Episcopal Cathedral.

(Back row) Maryn Robson, Emily Freeman, Annelise Gardner, Maddie Torline,
Emily Powell (Front row) Meghan Anderson, Meredith Hampton, Lexy
Witcher, Whitney Wrestler

Dr. Shangkuan's attention to detail and
positive approach highlighted her work
with the chorus.
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Humor in Choral Form

E

very walk of life has its missteps, and musicians are not exempt from occasionally tripping over the line—a wrong
turn in the counterpoint of life, as it were. “It seemed like
a good idea at the time” and “It wasn’t funny at the time” are
phrases that, while coming from entirely different ends of the
time continuum, both generally produce the same results: laughter, and the strong sense that while one could have easily lived
without the event, it nonetheless has made this passage on earth
a little bit richer, if not slightly bruised.
Board members were asked to share events that, with time,
have become funny as well as regrettably unforgettable; the brave
ones responded. Spoonerisms, spills, and syllabic thrills fill the
stories that follow. Read and enjoy, but beware smug insulation
from humiliation: for all us, somewhere, there is a pie with our
face imprinted on it. Unless, as you’ll see, you are Jane Vanderhoff
...

Jane Vanderhoff,
Garden City High School
South West District Representative
“Everybody Loves Pie”
Back in the days when I rode my dinosaur
to school, I taught K-12 “everything” in a
town of 500. Among my duties was directing
all the school productions, which included
designing/building/painting sets, choreographing, light design
(with breakers backstage) and making costumes. Every great show
has a pie-throwing scene, and this musical had one every night.
The last night of the show, an over-excited cast member added
the whipped cream about 30 minutes too soon, which resulted in
an oil slick on stage when it hit its target. During the scene
change, a towel was used to wipe it up, but from then on, everyone onstage who walked over the spot had a predictable “whoops”
moment as they tried to stay upright. Predictably, the audience
began to focus on that area of the stage, and giggled nervously
every time the stage action headed that way. Dance numbers were
a bigger hit than they should have been when they involved
downstage left.
This being the final performance, the cast members invited
me onstage and handed me a wrapped present. I thought, “Why
not acknowledge the slipping and sliding by providing my own
little falling fake-out?” What started as a pratfall got out of control
and ended up with me on my backside on stage, followed by a
roar of laughter from the audience and lots of knee-slapping from
the cast. Later on I opened a beautiful cut glass bowl, all in one
piece!
For the next couple of weeks, farmers in overalls would stop
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me and say, “Now, did you mean to fall down like that?” My
mother just said, “At least you had on a slip!”

Cindy Sheppard,
Olathe South High School
North East District Representative
“I AM Your Frontal Lobe . . .”
“Bless their hearts . . .” ~ A euphemism for
“Aren’t they stupid/naïve/blissfully ignorant?”
You have to love high school students—particularly the more
right-brained ones that participate in the arts. Their frontal lobes
may not be developed, causing them to do and say stupidly impulsive things without considering the consequences, but that creative right brain does keep their sense of humor lively. A few of
the braver (and smarter) ones even chuckle at my more subtle, albeit caustic, jokes on occasion. I tell them regularly that “I am
your frontal lobe . . .” and responsible for keeping them focused
on the task at hand so that they won’t pay the un-soundly consequences later. [I know—“un-soundly”—so I’m a choral director
who admires e. e. cummings’ ability to create words to suit one’s
purpose; do feel free to try this at home.]
I find myself so busy laboring over their lobes, I sometimes
forget to let my own frontal lobe communicate with my lips. Following an especially stimulating choral workshop with Simon
Carrington (who scared the heck out of them when he actually
expected them to act like choral musicians and not lobeless high
schoolers) my students and I shared one of those “special” moments. The workshop was great and provided some wonderful
teaching moments in the Monday debrief that followed the weekend experience. I let the students do most of the talking—some
of them expressing greater insight than I often give them credit
for possessing. Occasionally, I provided a little “clarity,” as it were.
Perhaps I was overcome with a pedagogical high from the fact
that the students were actually exercising a bit of metagcognition
about the experience . . . (insert scary music here). I opened my
mouth, and feeling particularly witty and metaphorical (and completely forgetting the lobeless and lascivious nature of my high
school audience) commented, “Mr. Carrington does indeed run
a bit of a tighter ship than I do, but I certainly enjoyed riding his
ship for awhile.” My students are comfortable with me—this was
obvious from the tears of laughter streaming down their lascivious
little faces.
I think I should have a contest to identify the word that best
describes when a seemingly innocuous comment manages to annihilate any future “teaching moments.”

Karen Sims,
Maize Middle School
R&S Chair for Middle School
Choirs
One of my favorite laughs (which of
course I had to suppress at the moment!) came the day I played a recording of the Vienna Boys Choir for a class
of sixth graders.
“Oh, Vienna!” a boy excitedly exclaimed. “We learned
about that in history! That’s where they ride boats in the
street and stuff!”
I tried to gently smooth over his incorrect answer by
saying he was probably thinking about Venice, and added
that Venice was in Italy, but Vienna was in Austria.
“Austria??” he replied, a bit puzzled.
Immediately, a neighboring boy elbowed him and said
knowingly, “Yeah! That’s where all the kangaroos come
from!”
The girls were not to be out done. In the same class, I
announced that it was Beethoven’s birthday. A little girl enthusiastically shared, “We should send him a birthday card!”
Whereas, another corrected her, “We can’t! He lives in
Germany.”

Jason Sickel,
Blue Valley North High School
R&S Chair for High School
Choirs
Picture this: It is the middle of 3rd
hour, and I am standing on a chair in
front of my students in the Louisburg
Middle School choir room. Why
would I be standing on a poorly made,
primarily plastic, rehearsal chair? I honestly don’t remember. I’m sure I was trying to call their attention to some important dynamic or articulation marking. Thinking I would
be the “cool” and “dramatic” teacher, I remember stepping
up on the chair (successfully) and thinking that seemed relatively easy. At this point, I can only recall some kind of wild
gyration ensuing and then it happened—in a slow-motion
process that one can anticipate and be fully aware of, yet
without the ability to stop it. I fell off the chair. Did I mention this was in front of nearly forty 7th- and 8th-grade middle school girls? No, I didn’t think so! I fell off the chair
with arms and feet flailing wildly in front of forty adolescent
girls. The room had a thin layer of carpet on top of (what
must have been) several feet of unforgiving concrete.
Thankfully, my hands did catch my fall and my face was

spared the proverbial “face plant” that I hear about from so
many students. The reaction? Initial silence followed by
full-out laughter. This was followed by several girls coming
up to me and asking, “Mr. Sickel, are you okay?’ and “Mr.
Sickel, do you need help getting up?” I was able to get up
on my own but the rehearsal was over and I can’t wonder
how many parents heard this story at the dinner table that
night.
Lesson learned? I now keep both feet on the ground
when I’m teaching.

Hilary Morton,
Lawrence Free State High School
R&S Chair for Multi-Cultural
Choirs
My first year at Free State, my
Sophomore Women were singing The
Stuttering Lovers by Patriquin. It was the
day of the concert, and we were rehearsing onstage, and I was really getting onto them about diction—I told them how if I couldn’t hear their consonants,
grandma in the back row sure wouldn’t be able to. The line
in the music was, “and he went into the POOR man’s
CORN,” so I said, “I need to hear COR with a K! And I
need to hear Porn with a P!” I had meant to say “poor.”
That did not happen. The girls all knew what I meant, and
never let me live it down in their three years at Free State.

Josh Wildin,
Wamego Middle and High School
North Central KCDA Representative
“I am a Walking Model of Embarrassment”
I begin this article with much trepidation. It was my freshman year in college that I received
some great words of wisdom from a close friend: “Red, I do
enough stupid stuff that people know about. I don’t need to
tell them about the things that they don’t.” So I say thank
you Brad Vogel for allowing me to break these words that I
have heeded so cautiously since that day!
I was having a very hard time trying to write this article,
because an appropriate event was not sticking out to me.
And so I asked my students for help. What follows is the
only thing they could all agree on: I do so many embarrassing and stupid things on purpose that they just don’t really
feel like I actually get embarrassed. Everything they rememChoral Range n Page 7

bered were small incidents, but nothing was really big and
certainly nothing they could think of was on accident. So I
decided instead to write about my many instances.
I was once conducting my 6th grade choir in our first
concert. I had been working with my baton in class on this
one song because it just felt like it needed it. I don’t normally
use that thing because I constantly misplace it. During the
concert I dropped my arm down really low for a big gesture
and it caught my pant leg. The baton went flying onto the
floor towards my 6th graders, and they all had a really good
laugh for about two weeks.
I am a big coffee drinker, and I like to have my coffee
first thing in the morning. One day I was running a bit late
and just had to have a cup. I went to our local roaster and
started to put the lid on. When I grabbed the cup it popped
the lid and splashed my “lap.” Because I had been running
late I didn’t have time to change my khaki’s and had to teach
my choir with a coffee-stained “lap.”
It was spirit week at the Middle School and the first day
was “Duck Dynasty Day.” For those of you that know me . .
. I was very excited dressing up for this day! I showed up in
my camo, sunglasses, and Wamego Red Raider beanie for
the school spirit touch. I walked into a colleague’s room and
asked, “Do you think this will do?” She said, “Oh my yes,
but that isn’t until next week!” Fortunately, I had enough
time to run home and change before I had to teach any of
my classes.
Like I said, this doesn’t include any of the things I do on
a daily basis as a way of injecting humor into my lessons. I
am comfortable enough with myself that even these written
accounts don’t bug me too much. I do have to admit, though,
had I had to teach while dressed in full camo, I would have
been mortified. My wife even expressed her displeasure that
my colleague warned me.

Elise Peterson,
Shawnee Mission South High
School
KCDA Secretary
I affectionately call my verbal blunders, “Peterson-isms,” and I’ve had
some doozies throughout my career.
Here are a few for your amusement . . .
It was my second year of teaching
and, while I do things very differently after teaching 19 years,
I didn’t know any better at the time. I was communicating
my traditional what-to-do-and-what-not-to-do in choir during one of the first few days of school. I began with, “Since
I don’t want you talking during rehearsals, I would like you
to bring something to work on.” I followed this opening
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statement with, “in case I decide to hold sexuals.” Needless
to say, I turned as red as the shirt I was wearing. Luckily, the
kids never brought it up again (at least when I was around).
Many of you know the fine literature of Gwyneth
Walker. One year for contest I opted for a composition of
Walker that was on the Required Music List. I should preface the story by telling you that my tenors were not the
sharpest group of young men, and we’d rehearsed the tenor
part more times than I care to admit. In this particular work
there are beautiful, luscious lines, including one in the tenor
part. The line is identical throughout several parts of the
song, and finally they were getting it. However, the part
changes at the end, as Walker inverted the line so that the
notes go down instead of up. With much frustration and animation, I let the tenors have it, yelling at them to “go
down”—meaning in pitch—on the first syllable (sans the ‘s’)
of the word “horses.” (Think about it . . .) In my irritated
state, I had no idea what I’d just said, but the entire classroom
erupted in laughter. I asked, “What is the problem?”, to
which my accompanist responded by asking, “Do you know
what you just said?” I hadn’t realized what I’d said, and decided to move on to my next “thing!”
While teaching at Hays High School, I was rehearsing
for a dinner show hosted by the top choir. One of the “perks”
was a performance in a gymnasium with 30-40 tables that
had to be decorated for the event. One night, as I reminded
the students to bring stuff to decorate the tables, I told them
to remember to bring their “paraphernalia” with them. Of
course, laughter erupted. Although it was the correct use of
the term, the students immediately thought of drugs. My accompanist said, in a very tired voice (it had been a long day
of rehearsals, transforming the gym, etc.), “Petey (as they affectionately called me) wants you to bring your bongs.” I
never lived that one down as I was teased about it for years!
And finally, one of my favorite moments, and quite possibly the most stupid “Peterson-ism” ever. I was being observed by the Chair of the Music Department at Emporia
State University as part of my graduate work. We were rehearsing Here We Come A-Wassailing for the annual Madrigal
Feast. I love consonant clarity and I am very picky about diction, and as the choir sang the line “and God bless you and
send you a Happy New Year,” that is not what I heard. What
I heard was “and God bless you and sendjew a Happy New
Year.” Without thinking, I said, “There’s a ‘Jew’ sticking
out.” The choir snickered, and again—honestly—I didn’t realize what I’d said. The choir informed me, and I felt so stupid. Part of what made the situation funny was that Jason
Sickel, my dear friend who is Jewish, was in the choir. And,
after singing it again a second time, the same eliding of consonants happened again. So, I asked each singer to sing it individually to determine the culprit. GUESS WHAT?! Jason
was the one who was singing it incorrectly; chaos ensued!
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BUTLER, from page 1
The Choral Range cornered Dr. Butler for a brief
interview regarding his career.
CR Were there particular experiences in your childhood that sparked an interest toward a career in music?
EB My mother was the musical parent, having studied piano and taught elementary music as a young
woman. As a child, I cannot remember ever not taking
piano lessons and performing in piano recitals.
I played cornet in junior high and high school
band, and participated in the choral program both in
ensembles and as a soloist.

CR What began and fueled your interest in composition?

EB In high school I had these pieces rise up in my
head, and I would play them by ear on the piano.
When I developed notational skills in college I began
writing them down. Early on in college I discovered I
had a real skill for setting words to music, especially
choral music. I loved the harmony and interplay of
voice parts in those early compositions. Studying voice
and singing in college ensembles also exposed me to
great repertoire.

CR How many published works do you have? (And,
how many unpublished?!)
EB At the present time I have over 800 published
works of all varieties, and some 200 unpublished works,
including a Piano Trio, a Cello Sonata, and a String
Quartet.
In May of 2011, all of my manuscripts, music publications, letters, and memorabilia were transferred to
the American Composer Archives of the Miller
Nichols library at the University of Missouri-Kansas
City.
CR Describe your move from full-time teaching to
full-time composing.

EB I have always had a full-time choral directing position up to my retirement in 1998. My conducting career actually began as a full time church musician at
First United Methodist Church in Wichita.
I have been active in church music my entire career. My classroom teaching career began in 1973 at
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Johnson County Community College, where in addition to directing the college ensembles I taught the entire music theory curriculum. By budgeting my time,
I was able to simultaneously carry on a composing career.

CR What is different, and what might be the same,
between work as a choral conductor and work as a
choral composer?
EB I feel that singers and choral conductors make the
best choral composers, knowing first-hand the possibilities and limitations of the voice and also the skill
levels of amateur, academic, and professional vocal ensembles. Having your own choir also gives you the lab
opportunity of testing different sonorities and harmonic combinations.

CR How has the field of choral repertoire changed
during your career? Have you noticed a change in
your practice in response or regard to any changes?
EB The great literature will always be our core repertory. What has changed is our knowledge about period
performance practice. The levels of skill and difficulty
also greatly increased: junior high choruses now sing
high school literature, and high school choirs perform
music that was once only in the college domain.
As far as choral music being written today, there is
a tendency toward vertical rather than horizontal writing. I often wish for more counterpoint in music rather
than a string of pretty, divisi homophonic chords.

CR Talk a bit about the early days of KCDA and your
involvement with the organization.

EB In the early days of ACDA and our Kansas component, much of the leadership came from the college
ranks. However it didn’t take long for Kansas junior
high and high school teachers to come on board. My
first National Convention was in 1966 in Kansas City.
I also worked diligently for ACDA to welcome the
church musician, and ultimately this has happened.
The strength of our state organization was shown this
past summer with the quality conclave held in Topeka.
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Helpful Hints for Harried Handwavers

L

ike the swallows to Capistrano and the hounding of the IRS,
spring also welcomes the inexorable circuit of adjudicated
music festivals. The KCDA Board was canvassed for suggestions and time-proven tips for preparing students for these
events—including some thoughts from those who sit on the adjudicator’s side of the table.
An additional feature of the article is a short list of non-required list repertoire, suitable for festival singing. Grab a pencil
and notepad, and take cues from those who have successfully negotiated the springtime ritual of music festivals . . .

Jane Vanderhoff,
Garden City High School
South West District Representative
LARGE GROUP FESTIVAL
Contest performances are all about showing
strengths and hiding weaknesses (or working to
change a weakness to a strength). From the beginning of the school year, I am listening to my
groups to see what they do well—is it beautiful
phrasing, crisp diction, dramatic expressive moments? Strong
basses or gutsy altos? I keep this in mind as I choose contest songs,
and tell my choirs that I am assessing them, and to show me what
they’ve got.
I also try to do a balance of styles and periods; something old,
something new, something folk, something tried and true. A song
with a fun feature makes all that work worthwhile, such as the wind
sounds and sliding in Afternoon on a Hill, or percussion-like sounds
in the Hungarian folk song Tambur.
Often, I will ask my students what types of songs they like; one
class asked for something dramatic, and so The Last Words of David
suited them well.
Having contest selections in their folders as early as possible
is a good strategy; I try to pull them out whenever there is an odd
moment here and there.
I have better luck just sticking to the list for all four pieces—
I’m sure they are all at an appropriate level, and we have the flexibility of choosing any of the pieces when we are narrowed down
to three on contest day. My feeling is that if we only have two list
selections, we are guaranteeing that they will be sung that day.
That may be a selling point for some directors, but for me it’s great
to have a choice! It is also a good way to build my library with list
selections.
This is probably obvious to everyone, but I go to the library
and do a count on the actual number of copies of my contest songs
in the fall. I am sure that I am the only person who has walked to
the library, pulled a selection off the shelf to hand out, only to find
there aren’t as many copies as I thought. (Or perhaps not.) I now
include that in my fall order when I can. Even if I’m not going to
use it this year, it’s a good way to keep current.
I love to have company, and inviting clinicians to listen and
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work with my groups is a must; after a while choral fatigue sets in
and all I hear are the same issues. Sitting to the side and listening
while someone else is working with the choir helps open my ears
again.
SOLO/ENSEMBLE
One word: survival. I am grateful for the private teachers in
Garden City, but we sure could use more. Once again, I try to get
solos handed out as soon as possible and meet with the soloists as
often as possible. Looking for something different is also a way to
avoid beating your head on the piano keys after hearing [fill in your
least favorite song] so many times. Have your soloists and ensembles sing in front of an audience as much as possible before contest
day. Remind your soloists that the title of their song is pronounced
the same way that they sing it in the song (Is it just my students
who mangle the title? Oh well . . . )
REPERTOIRE FOR LARGE GROUP
Whether Men Do Laugh or Weep
Ralph Vaughan Williams
SATB/piano
Oxford University Press
Little Birds
Eric Whitacre
SATB/piano
Walton Music

Susan Lauschman,
Pittsburg High School
South East District Representative
HOW TO ACCOMPLISH EVERYTHING
YOURSELF
I request that my top choir be offered during the lunch block. This allows me to do split
lunches, and I can teach through the extended
block and take my lunch during the following
period. By doing this, I gain 125 minutes of instruction a week; I
don’t look at it as more work, I look at it as more accomplished!
Typically, I split the lunch breaks between men and women,
so that I can do sectionals with each of them, and then bring the
full group back together at the end. At the end of the year, I often
send seniors to lunch and prep the underclassmen for their return
audition, and then later rehearse the seniors for their senior song
for the spring concert.
This fall, during my “Multigenerational” season, I have community men coming in to sing with the high school men two days
each week. During this time, I have my soprano and alto section
leaders work the ladies on the state audition literature with the
beloved learning CD while I am working with the men.

As a result, I am developing more leadership than I’ve ever
had before. And, I have formed a women’s chorus and a men’s
chorus within this large SATB chorus. They are now exposed to
singing more varied literature, are able to take an additional ensemble to contest, and feel a great deal of ownership for their accomplishments.

Karen Sims, Maize Middle School
R&S Chair for Middle School Choirs
LARGE GROUPS
Some of my former music teachers have
unknowingly shaped my philosophy regarding music contest. One frustrated high school
choir teacher threw his stand down when we
didn’t get a I rating at contest. In contrast, another said, “You are going to contest in order
to hear what other musicians have to say about your performance
and how to improve. If you’re going just to get a I rating, stay
home.” I share these stories with my students and encourage
them that if we all doing our “job” in each rehearsal throughout
the year, contest should pretty much take care of itself. It’s just
another opportunity for us to share our music and learn more in
the process.
Many directors face the challenge of limited rehearsal time
during the contest season, having to contend with standardized
testing, athletics schedules, and spring activities. Some of us combine several classes into a large group, having opportunity for
only two or three rehearsals for the entire ensemble together.
Consequently, the choice of music is critical for success! Because
of these factors, I tend to steer away from lengthy, difficult songs,
and rather look for:
• Songs with a beautiful melody or text which encourages
singers to be expressive and musical;
• Harmonies that “stick” when young singers hear the parts
together: antiphonal parts, canonic sections, and stacked harmonies sometimes work better than homophonic textures;
• Mixed songs that double the voice parts to assist in balance
between sections;
• Literature that is rhythmically interesting and challenging
rather than harmonically challenging;
• Repertoire with a special “hook” for engagement: tells a
story, has a beautiful accompaniment, is dramatic, has a contagious rhythm, a foreign language or stylistic challenge, a famous historical/poetic/composer connection, etc.;
• Arrangements where the men sometimes have the melody;
• Songs that are simple, timeless, and beautifully crafted; just
like the little black dress, they can be stunning!
Above all, be realistic when assessing your singers’ musical
skill and ability. Balance the challenge of the repertoire in relation
to the given preparation time. Simple, artistic, and confident
trumps difficult, mediocre, and stressed when all is “said and
sung.”

ENSEMBLES
Second semester is a great time to focus on ensembles, and I
make it a goal that every singer should experience singing in a
small ensemble, regardless if they perform it at contest. Morale
is maintained because everyone is included, and all perform their
ensemble on our pre-contest concert.
For each class, I select a different two- or three-part song
that will work well as an ensemble number. Consequently, the
students can rehearse within their own class time and do not require rehearsals outside of class. I also select a unison, a unison
with descant, or equal-voiced song and teach it to all classes. In
this way, an ensemble can be formed with singers in different
classes, but is very easy to put together; further, last minute substitutions can be made if needed because everyone knows the
piece. A cappella rounds, canons, and other literature are wonderful for building musical independence and leadership, and can
offer a challenge for the more advanced singers. These can also
be easily included in your warm-ups. The a cappella ensemble
can also rehearse independently while the director works with
another ensemble.
SOLOS
For the majority of middle school singers, contest marks
their first solo experience. Together, we select a solo that appeals
to them and seems to be a good fit for their voice and ability. A
week or two before the contest, we present a pre-contest concert
and perform our large and small ensemble pieces. Afterwards,
the soloists move to the choir room and present a voice recital
for their parents and invited guests. This is actually one of my
favorite things during the year! I have a chance to connect with
parents, establish a friendly environment, stress the value of the
experience rather than rating, and we seriously enjoy simply
hearing everyone. It is helpful to invite a high school director (or
a voice instructor) and have him complete a mock adjudication
sheet with comments only. As we enjoy refreshments, they talk
individually with each singer and parent; this is very helpful in
enlightening both the parents and soloists. Obviously, it is also a
natural introduction to the high school choir program!
REPERTOIRE FOR ENSEMBLES
A cappella:
Sing Alleluia, Sing
Julie Knowles
SSA
Hal Leonard 41719013
Welcome Sweet Pleasure
Thomas Weelkes
SATB
Alfred Publishing OCT02560
Unison/descant or 2-part:
Come Away and Sing
Eshelman
Unison with descant(with cello)
Alfred SVM04067
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Fairest Lady
Nick Page
Boosey & Hawkes
Unison with descant
48004859
*Simply Alleluia
Arr. Moore
2-part (with optional flute or C instrument)
Alfred 5804
*This canon also familiarizes students with the ACDA honor
choir audition material.
REPERTOIRE FOR LARGE GROUPS
Sing to the Lord a Joyful Song
Hal Hopson
Unison or 2-part mixed
Harold Flammer FA-5001
Sanctus
Rupert Lang
Multiple divisi treble or SATB, a cappella
Boosey & Hawkes M-051-47192-8
Come to the Music
Joseph Martin
SATB and piano (optional flute/piccolo)
Shawnee A 2138
An American Folksong Spectacular
John Leavitt
SATB and piano
Hal Leonard 08602117
Thistle and Rose
Phyllis Wolfe-White
3-part mixed and piano
Heritage 15/1611H

Jason Sickel,
Blue Valley North High School
R&S Chair for Senior High School
Choirs
Preparing for contest season is an art form
that I am nowhere close to mastering! But, I
will say I enjoy the process of challenging students and finding repertoire that is diverse and
unique—a perfect combination to present to a
panel of adjudicators who want to hear choral
excellence. In my former teaching position, having been there
seven years, I was familiar with the time it would take to prepare
the mixed choir to learn and polish the four-song option for
which we were responsible. However, now I am in a new position,
and with students who take private voice lessons and learn music
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faster, so I recognize that there will be a learning curve for me as
I determine how long to invest in contest preparation. All this is
to say that the old adage, “know thy students,” is wise advice! I
think the other helpful thing is to invite clinicians to come in and
work with your choirs. We have MANY wonderful retired and
collegiate level choral directors in our state who are excellent
guest clinicians. Take advantage of this and invite them into your
classroom. I’m always amazed at what I hear when I take a step
back from my choir and let someone else work with them.
HIGH SCHOOL NON-LIST REPERTOIRE
Afternoon On A Hill
Eric Barnum
SATB divisi, piano
Walton 1394
In Remembrance
Jeffrey Ames
SATB divisi with F Horn & piano
Walton 115
The Stars Stand Up In the Air
Eric Barnum
SATB divisi & piano
Walton 1116
i carry your heart with me
David Dickau
SATB divisi & piano
Hal Leonard HL08501697
The Lighthearted Lovers
Kirke Mechem
SATB divisi & piano
G. Schirmer #OC12477
MIDDLE SCHOOL MIXED REPERTOIRE
Ma Navu
Audrey Snyder
SATB & piano
HL 08741547
Sanctus
Sandra Howard
SAT(optional) B
BL 677
Gloria!
Rae Moses
SATB
BL 102
Hine Ma Tov
Neil Ginsberg
SATB, piano & flute
SBMP 286

Dr. Mark Bartel, Friends University
R&S Chair for College/University
Choirs

in the technical aspects as well. Here are a some pointers
gleaned from my own experience as well as from what I’ve
heard around the table in the judge’s refreshment room:

When I experience another choir
(as an audience member or a judge) I am
hoping to be pulled inexorably into what
they are doing because they have the authority—they are the “authors” of the experience about to happen. While the
relative perfection of the sonic elements of music will no doubt
be helpful in this process, the authority that the choral organism (choir and conductor) exerts over the situation will first
and continuously be sensed through their inaudible actions:
how they walk; how they carry themselves; how and to what
extent they focus (on themselves, on the audience, on the conductor, or actually on the musical experience). Then, I hope to
feel that the authority for the musical experience lies in the
hearts, mind and voices of the singers, and not (primarily) the
conductor. This of course means that the conductor has
worked her or himself out of a job by facilitating the ensembles’
ownership of every large and small aspect of performance. She
or he becomes the animator of the experience but does not do
the heavy lifting, kind of like a dog taking its owner for a walk.
This also will be seen as well as heard: is the conductor bound
to the score? Does the conductor over-conduct? Are gesture
and sound in symbiosis or is conducting gesture needed to simply “get through” the performance? If we as a musical community (performers and listeners) truly wish to follow author
Christopher Small’s idea called “‘musicking”—where music is
not a “thing” but an “activity” for all (not just for the performers)—it requires that choirs take the lead from their conductors
and own their activity in the very moment it is happening. This
inner source of authority is tasted and learned by singers in rehearsal and spills over into performance—it is a rare if not impossible occurrence to experience a choir that is fully invested
in all the inaudible components that is not also the master of
its sound. Check out Musicking: The Meanings of Performing and
Listening by Christopher Small.
Good luck!

• Choose repertoire appropriate to the talent and experience
level of the students. Make sure that what they sing, they can
sing well.
• Be original. There’s nothing wrong with the 24 Italian Songs
(or 26 or 28)–they are classics for a reason—but once I heard
a judge say “If I hear one more rendition of Caro mio ben today
I just might scream!”
• Languages—while we love it and are always impressed when
a foreign language is done well, we’d rather hear English than
hear students butcher German or French or Italian or whatever.
• Make sure you know and follow the rules—don’t let your
students be disqualified from receiving a score because of your
mistake.
• Start early enough so that the students are comfortable performing the literature before contest time. Many schools have
pre-contest concerts and recitals to give the students a chance
to have a performance under their belts before they have to
perform at contest, and those schools tend to receive better
ratings, both at solo/ensemble and large group.
• Don’t lose sight of the fact that you’ve got the best job in the
world. In spite of all the hassles of contest season, enjoy the
music. It’s not everyone who gets to go to work and help others
to create beauty every day!

Dr. David Gardner,
Southwestern College
KCDA Past President
As one who often serves as a judge
for both solo/ensemble and large group
contests, what I always tell singers preparing for contest is that their goal is to sing so
well that they make the judge (if only for a
moment) forget that they’re there to critique. In other words, all the technical aspects listed on the
rubric are very important, but they are really only the prerequisites to creating beautiful music. If you create beautiful music
that moves the listener, you’ve undoubtedly earned a top rating
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KCDA High School Women’s All-State Honor Choir Application
July 10-11, 2014
Topeka, Kansas
Student’s Name
_________________________________________________________________
Last

(please print legibly)

First

Address _____________________________________________________________________
Street

City

Zip

Home Phone (_____) _________________ Student’s Cell Phone (____)__________________
Student’s email:____________________________________________
(Please

Current Grade: 9

10

11

print clearly)

Voice Part (circle one) S1 S2 A

I understand that I am responsible for my own expenses:
_______________________________

_________________________________

Student Signature

Parent/Guardian Signature

My chaperone at this event will be:
________________________________________________
May be Director or Parent

Director’s Name & Address (must be KCDA member) _____________________________
Please include summer contact information.

Address: ______________________________________________________________
Street

City

Zip

Director’s Phone (_____) ____________________

e-mail ____________________

Name of School or Choir_________________________________________________
School Address:
______________________________________________________________
Street

City

Zip

School Phone (_____) ____________________ school e-mail__________________
page 1 of 2
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The following guidelines were approved by the KCDA Board.
1. Women currently in grades 9, 10, 11 may apply. Students may be part of Jr. High, H.S. or community
choir music programs.
2. Audition tapes must consist of the unaccompanied “Alleluia” followed by two unaccompanied major
scales on the syllable “Loo”. The first beginning at the middle of the singers range to your lowest
accurate note, and the second, from the middle of the singers range to your highest accurate note.
Please play and record the starting pitch only for each scale. Only one student per tape,
CD, or digital computer audition, recorded in the proper order. (Digital auditions [mp3 format] may be
emailed to abrown2@usd259.net...payment will need to be mailed via instructions below)
3. Any spoken introduction, teacher instruction or talking of any kind will result in immediate
disqualification of the audition.
4. Do not use any type of instrumental support, i.e. keyboard, tone chimes, etc. on the
recording (except as indicated above in guideline #2)
5. All tapes submitted must include the following information: Name of the student, name of
the school, name of the music teacher. This information must appear on the cassette box
or CD case as well as the tapes or CD. If you are sending a digital audition via computer, make
sure this information is also included.
6. Applications, audition tapes, and a $10.00 non-refundable application fee for each student
must be postmarked by March 7, 2014. You may send one check for your entire group.
Make checks payable to KCDA.
Some tips on the audition:
1. Use the highest quality recording device at your disposal.
2. Choose a space that is helpful to your students for recording.
3. Do not make a recording with ambient noise in the background, such as babies crying, a TV or radio
playing, etc.
4. Listen to auditions prior to submitting them.
5. Record the items in the order listed and when using a cassette tape, rewind it before sending it
6. The audition must be in the required key! Sopranos – key of D; Second sopranos - key of C;
Altos – key of B flat. Auditions in any other key will not be considered. Ex: Do not indicate on the
singer’s application Soprano I and then record the singer in the alto key of B flat.
7. If you are sending your audition via computer, please send the application and money through
the postal mail to make sure it is received and processed.
8. Please take the time to read through and complete the application in its entirety.
Some history and general information about the honor choir:
1. The Women’s All-State Honor Choir began in 2001.
2. The choir has gradually increased from 48 members its first year to 77 members in 2007.
3. Our conductors continue to be the nation’s leading experts in women’s voices.
4. Rehearsals occur over a two day period during the KCDA summer conference and the
performance is held at Topeka’s Grace Cathedral, an exceptional venue for choral performances.
5. The repertoire selected has allowed our singers to perform music which represents a variety of
time periods and styles, with an array of instrumentalists and collaborate with a professional
choir.
Please submit the first page of this application with labeled cassette or CD or digital audition and
non-refundable $10 application fee by March 7, 2014. Make checks payable to KCDA.
Mail to: Amy Brown
or you may
Wichita Northwest High School
1220 N Tyler Road
Wichita KS 67212

Bring your CD’s/tapes to
to the KCDA booth
during the
KMEA State Convention

Postmark Deadline: March 7, 2014
Results will be posted at www.kansaschoral.com by April 7, 2014
Acceptance forms and fees will be posted online and must be postmarked by Wednesday, April 18, 2014
Directors will be notified by e-mail
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YOUNG DIRECTOR AWARD
The Kansas Choral Directors Association (KCDA) Young Director Award is given to a deserving choral director who has completed
no more than five years of directing. Candidates for this award should exhibit characteristics of master conductors and have demonstrable influence on their choir(s), shown by quality of literature and performance, size and growth of the choral program, and
achievement at festivals and performances. Candidates may be nominated by their peers or by an administrator. Nominations are
to be submitted by letter or e-mail to the KCDA president, outlining the nominee’s accomplishments. The award recipient will be
selected by the KCDA board of directors. Submissions are due by May 1 of each calendar year; the award will be presented at the
KCDA Summer Convention. Submissions for the 2014 KCDA Young Director Award should be sent to: Laura VanLeeuwen,
KCDA President, 8001 W 154th Street, Overland Park, KS 66223; or by e-mail to Coachv719@gmail.com.

HARRY ROBERT WILSON AWARD
The Harry Robert Wilson Award is presented annually to a choral director who has demonstrated a high level of commitment and
contribution to the choral art in . Candidates are nominated by their peers, and may be submitted by letter or e-mail to the KCDA
Past-President. The nomination should include the nominee’s places of employment and a short statement outlining achievements
and influences. Submissions are due by May 1 of each calendar year; the award will be presented at the KCDA Summer Convention.
Submissions for the 2014 Harry Robert Wilson Award should be sent to: Dr. Brad Vogel, KCDA Vice President, 212 S. Kennedy
Street, Hillsboro, KS 67063; or by e-mail to bradv@tabor.edu.

www.acda.org
Emerging (Student) Teachers Grow and Excel:
Planting, Watering, Harvesting in the Real World
by Robby Shellard and Jeremy Little

Finding Your Voice
by Gary Mabry

Understanding World Rhythms in
Music in a Simpler Way
by Jim Papoulis

Making Adjustments in Your Teaching
to Fit the Teaching Environment
by Daniel Black

Finding Repertoire: Confessions on a
Recovering Choral Kleptomaniac
by David Giessow
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Kansas Choral Directors Association
Tabor College
400 N. Jefferson
Hillsboro, KS 67063

See us online at www.kansaschoral.com
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